
TARBES - 13 April 

Race 1 

1. MAROON SIX - Nose second in a 900m Lyon-Parilly maiden on soft ground 
first up three weeks ago. Key player. 

2. SPEED CHOP - 4.75L fifth on debut at La Teste over 1000m last month. 
Expected to improve for a top stable. 

3. SAM BLASTER - Held 7L sixth in a Saint Cloud 900m claimer on first outing 
just under three weeks ago. Needs improvement. 

4. CASEY - 11L seventh on first outing at La Teste 20 days ago. Others 
preferred. 

5. SEPTIEME SENS - Sixth on first career start at La Teste beaten 10L three 
weeks back over 1000m. May improve but needs to. 

6. DETESNOUVELLES - Encouraging 2.75L fourth on sole career outing at La 
Teste over 1000m three weeks ago. Contender second up. 

7. MADAME BABETTE - Beaten a long way on sole start to date. Others readily 
preferred. 

8. QUALYSE BARELIERE - Palamoss colt making his debut. Not discounted. 

9. BAILEYS BLESSING - Supplicant filler making her debut. Market check 
advised. 

10. FEELIN LUCKY - Olympic Glory filly making her debut. Keep in mind as 
profiles favourably. 

Summary 

SPEED CHOP (2) delivered an encouraging 4.75L fifth on first career attempt 
at La Teste over 1000m. Expected to improve representing a top stable. 
MAROON SIX (1) showed promise when second in a 900m Lyon-Parilly maiden 
on soft ground first up. Key player with progress anticipated. FEELIN LUCKY 
(10) profiles well on debut as a son of Olympic Glory. Keep safe if attracting 
market support. DETESNOUVELLES (6) was not beaten far on first career start 
tackling 1000m at La Teste. Consider. 

Selections 

SPEED CHOP (2) - MAROON SIX (1) - FEELIN LUCKY (10) - 
DETESNOUVELLES (6)  



Race 2 

1. QAREEB - 5.5L fifth on second career start at Pornichet over 1700m at the 

end of last month. Needs more. 

2. MORANDI FIRST - Midfield in two turf maidens over 1600m thus far. Others 

have stronger claims. 

3. MASTERBOY - Good 3.25L third in a La Teste maiden over 1600m on good 

ground three weeks ago. Attractive chance. 

4. CODE OF SILENCE - Down the field in a Pau AW 1600m maiden on first 

start in France at the end of January. Needs marked improvement. 

5. SINAKHA - Midfield efforts in both maidens to date. Each way option for an 

in-form trainer. 

6. ETHNIC TYPE - Three placings from four starts in maidens including 0.5L 

second at Chantilly AW prior to a break. Top chance for a notable trainer. 

Summary 

MASTERBOY (3) finished 3.25L third in a La Teste maiden over 1600m on 

good ground. Attractive option set to get off the mark. ETHNIC TYPE (6) could 

take plenty of catching if sharp enough after an absence. Previously managed 

three consecutive second-placed finishes including a 0.5L runner up at 

Chantilly AW. Top chance for a notable trainer. SINAKHA (5) rates an each way 

opportunity after a couple of fair runs. MORANDI FIRST (2) may improve third 

up. 

Selections 

MASTERBOY (3) - ETHNIC TYPE (6) - SINAKHA (5) - MORANDI FIRST (2)  



Race 3 

1. ERDANA - 5L eighth in a similar level maiden at Saint Cloud over 1400m 

second up on good ground last September. May need this. 

2. PARTIR UN JOUR - Ran better than her finishing position suggests at 

Cagnes-sur-Mer AW second up in February when 3.5L eighth. Contender. 

3. SNOW EMPRESS - 2.5L third on French debut at La Teste over 1600m last 

month. In the mix. 

4. MARIE DE VEGA - Below par 9.75L eighth in a Longchamp maiden over 

1300m end of last campaign. Could progress up in trip. 

5. PRIVILEGE - 2.5L fourth in a La Teste maiden over 1600m last month. 

Leading hope. 

6. JENEREGRETTERIEN - Held 9L fifth on first career outing at Bordeaux over 

1900m (soft) last November. May progress. 

7. ROMANTIC MOON - Five placings from seven starts to date. Could reach 

the frame but likely to find a couple too good. 

8. UNRUFFLED - 4.75L sixth on second career outing over 1600m (soft) 187 

days ago at Bordeaux. Place chance. 

9. INDIAN PINIC - Unraced filly by Penny's Picnic. Others preferred. 

Summary 

PRIVILEGE (5) managed an encouraging 2.5L fourth in a La Teste 1600m 

maiden on reappearance. Capable of being involved in the finish if stripping 

fitter. PARTIR UN JOUR (2) was eighth at Cagnes-sur-Mer on second career 

outing. Ran better that the position suggests that day. Contender. SNOW 

EMPRESS (3) is among the hopes after a 2.5L third on French debut. 

Thereabouts. JENEREGRETTERIEN (6) produced a fifth at Bordeaux on initial 

attempt. May improve. 

Selections 

PRIVILEGE (5) - PARTIR UN JOUR (2) - SNOW EMPRESS (3) - 

JENEREGRETTERIEN (6)  



Race 4 

1. ALMAFJAR - 2.5L winner on second career outing on the AW at Pau 126 

days ago. In the mix. 

2. HAZZAM - Nose second in a similar level Toulouse 1400m handicap first up 

a month ago. Contender. 

3. SALAF - Beaten 33L in a similar level Toulouse 2100m event on good to soft 

ground five weeks ago. Best watched. 

4. BAHJAH - Two placings from seven starts. May need this. 

5. ALHARETH - 15L defeat in a Toulouse 2100m contest on good to soft 

ground first up five weeks back. Needs significant improvement. 

6. MURJAN - Huge improvement to land a 1400m Toulouse contest on 

reappearance a month ago. Not discounted. 

7. AVALON DOES EYES - Unraced Avalon Mirage mare. Prepared to overlook 

on debut unless attracting market support. 

8. ALGHANNY - Beaten 39L at Toulouse after a promising debut effort at Pau 

AW. Has ability so not dismissed. 

9. HISPAHAN - Fair sixth on second career outing at Pau AW following 2L 

fourth in the G3 Prix Cheri Bibi at Toulouse on debut. Each way chance. 

10. BUTHAYNAH - Regressed after a promising debut effort. Others have more 

convincing profiles. 

11. ASMA TOURETTES - 3.25L third in a Mont de Marsan 2000m event on 

second career start. Place option. 

12. BOVARY DE POMPADOUR - Unplaced in all six career outings. Look 

elsewhere. 

13. LEENA - Fair 4L fourth in a similar level Pau AW event over 1400m second 

up last December. Frame candidate. 

 

 



Summary 

ALMAFJAR (1) scored on second career start in a similar level Pau AW 1400m 

contest. Could be prominent with further progress anticipated. HAZZAM (2) 

finished a nose second in a Toulouse 1400m handicap. Among the leading 

hopes. MURJAN (6) caused a surprise when racing third up and is given a 

winning chance if able to replicate. HISPAHAN (9) was a fair sixth on second 

outing following a 2L fourth in the G3 Prix Cheri Bibi at Toulouse on debut. Each 

way chance. 

Selections 

ALMAFJAR (1) - HAZZAM (2) - MURJAN (6) - HISPAHAN (9)  



Race 5 

1. THECLIMB - 4.75L fourth in a stronger 1600m Toulouse handicap third up 

two weeks ago. Player eased in standard. 

2. IDAHO JAMES - Scored at this level at Pau AW two runs back prior to a 

below par effort upped in class at Deauville AW. More needed back on turf. 

3. MA CHERIE AMOUR - Yet to score on turf and held 10L sixth in a higher 

level at Toulouse over 1600m two weeks back. Others preferred. 

4. WODIAC - Handicap debut after three fair maiden starts for notable 

connections. In the mix. 

5. BLACK PANTHER - Down the field in a similar level Fontainebleau 2000m 

handicap (soft) last month. Place chance dropped in trip. 

6. KINDWINA - Improved 0.5L third in a Cagnes-sur-Mer AW maiden 51 days 

ago. Not discounted on handicap debut. 

7. MISSY CHOPE - Pau AW claiming success three runs back prior to 3L fifth 

in a similar level 1600m handicap at La Teste. Consider. 

8. GLENKITT - 5L third in a Mont de Marsan claimer over 1400m first up. More 

on plate but should strip fitter. 

9. LA MIRANDE - Infrequent winner who finished 9L eighth in a Toulouse 

1200m handicap thirteen days ago. May improve raised in distance. 

10. MORINGA - Fair 3L fourth in a La Teste handicap over 1600m (good) first 

up three weeks back. Key player. 

11. CLELIE - 8L twelfth in a similar level La Teste handicap over 1600m (good) 

three weeks ago. Could go well if the ground is softer. 

12. ORCHILLA PURPLE - Unplaced in seven career starts. Minor role likely. 

13. MARIE L'ANGELL - Fourth in previous two runs in turf claimers. 

Unexposed but more needed. 

 

 



Summary 

MORINGA (10) may feature prominently following a fair 3L fourth at La Teste 

over 1600m first up. Top chance with fitness now on side. WODIAC (4) is set 

for sharp improvement making handicap debut representing a good stable after 

some solid maiden efforts. Firmly in the mix. BLACK PANTHER (5) ran below 

par at Fontainebleau. More is expected attempting a lesser journey. THECLIMB 

(1) was beaten 4.75L at Toulouse and could play a leading role in this easier 

company. Include. 

Selections 

MORINGA (10) - WODIAC (4) - BLACK PANTHER (5) - THECLIMB (1)  



Race 6 

1. FIRST LADY TROIS - Infrequent winner who finished 11L seventh in a 
Toulouse 2400m event first up a month ago. Needs sharp progress. 

2. PRINCE DU MAS - Eighth in a similar level Bordeaux contest over 2400m 
first up 44 days ago. Others preferred. 

3. MANGHO - Got off the mark on fourth career start by 1.5L at Bordeaux a 
month ago. Firmly in the mix. 

4. HORUS DE LA BRUNIE - 23L defeat in a stronger grade Mont de Marsan 
event third up. Minor place hope down in class. 

5. HORLALOI - Four year old by Carghese des Landes making his first career 
start. Market check advised. 

6. FEIJOA DU PECOS - 13L eighth on reappearance in a similar level Toulouse 
2400m contest four weeks back. Needs more. 

7. LE TOUAREG - 3L fifth on second start in this company at Toulouse after a 
good Bordeaux debut win on soft ground. Key player. 

8. HELIA DE LA BRUNIE - Three placings from ten career outings including 
when resuming at Toulouse a month ago. Not discounted. 

9. HARMONIE TROIS - Beaten out of sight in two starts. Impossible to 
recommend. 

10. GALAPIAT UP - Improved 1.5L runner up at Toulouse second up at a 
similar level. Strong contender if able to build on that. 

11. HEIVA D'ESCAR - Got off the mark on third outing at Agen over 2500m 
last November. Player if sharp enough on return. 

12. LOUKA DE CANDALE - Two placings from seven starts to date. Others 
have stronger claims. 

Summary 

LE TOUAREG (7) finished 3L fifth on second start among this company after a 
good debut win on soft ground. Leading hope. GALAPIAT UP (10) showed 
dramatic improvement when 1.5L runner up in a similar level at Toulouse. If 
able to build on that would have a serious chance. HEIVA D'ESCAR (11) was 
off the mark third up at Agen. Might make the frame. MANGHO (3) is one to 
note after a strong Bordeaux victory. 

Selections 

LE TOUAREG (7) - GALAPIAT UP (10) - HEIVA D'ESCAR (11) - MANGHO 
(3)  



Race 7 

1. NO AND NO AL MAURY - Two placings from two attempts at this distance 

prior to a break. Minor place chance. 

2. KHATEER ALKHALEDIAH - Held 7.5L seventh in a Pau AW event on debut 

in February. May improve. 

3. AINHOA DAMILI - Improved fifth on third outing at Mont-de-Marsan over 

2000m three weeks ago. More needed. 

4. GASSAB - Good 5.5L third in a similar level 2100m Toulouse event on good 

to soft ground five weeks ago. Key player. 

5. NAFE'EH - Improved runner up effort on reappearance at Toulouse over 

2100m five weeks back. Frame chance up in distance. 

6. NAQEEB - Yet to feature in two career outings. Look elsewhere. 

7. SARHAN - 10L defeat on reappearance at Toulouse five weeks ago. Could 

strip fitter but others preferred. 

8. HELFIK DE BOZOULS - One placing from three similar contests over 

varying trips. Others have more convincing profiles. 

9. DAKISS - Beaten out of sight on reappearance at Toulouse a month ago. 

Huge improvement required. 

10. AMELAND - Strong performance to finish third beating 2.75L at Toulouse 

over 2100m first up last November. Hard to beat. 

11. SHAMAKH - One placing from five outings to date. Unlikely to feature. 

12. SYRANOH - Four year old by Af Albahar on debut. Not discounted. 

Summary 

AMELAND (10) may prove tough to beat after finishing 2.75L third at Toulouse 

over 2100m when first up. Notable chance. GASSAB (4) warrants consideration 

after a good 5.5L third in a similar level 2100m Toulouse event on good to soft 

ground. NAFE'EH (5) is one of a few each way candidates after an improved 

effort in latest. May appreciate this step up in trip. SARHAN (7) could strip fitter 

second up. Do not discount for a place. 

Selections 

AMELAND (10) - GASSAB (4) - NAFE'EH (5) - SARHAN (7)  



Race 8 

1. FORCE SPECIALE H - Bidding for a hat-trick following two determined 

successes since resuming including in better company at Toulouse. Key player. 

2. GOODLUCK PONTADOUR - Beaten a long way in this class on 

reappearance start of last month. Need sharp progress. 

3. FANTASTIC PECOS - Held eighth at a similar level on reappearance at 

Toulouse. May improve at this favourable distance. 

4. ZZEPPELIN - Excellent placed record including a runner up in this company 

on penultimate outing. Thereabouts. 

5. WESKA DU PETIT LAC - Improved 0.75L second on third start at Toulouse 

over 2400m. In the mix if replicating. 

6. PUTRA DE CHAMPCOUR - 29L defeat on debut at Mont-de-Marsan start of 

last month. Needs rapid improvement. 

7. MAGIC DE LA RUE - 4.25L fifth second up at Mont de Marsan in similar 

company. Should feature in the finish. 

8. GOOD D OC - 1.5L scorer in this grade at Bordeaux prior to a Toulouse 

fourth over 2400m on reappearance. Rates well. 

9. QUEEN MARGAUX - Got off the mark on ninth attempt when landing a 

2450m Mont de Marsan contest two weeks ago. Key player if replicating. 

10. PETITE ROBE NOIRE - 5.5L seventh in a similar level Toulouse event 24 

days ago. Each way option. 

11. HINDIHYNA - 1.75L second in this company at Mont de Marsan on 

reappearance. Firmly in with a chance. 

12. LOU MALPIC - Previous winner in this grade prior to two fourths upped in 

class. Player down at this level. 

13. HIOUM D'AYZA - 36L defeat on debut at Toulouse three weeks back over 

2400m. Needs sharp progress. 

14. HEURE D'HIVER - Going the right way and a placed finish at Mont de 

Marsan two weeks back. Solid contender. 



Summary 

FORCE SPECIALE H (1) bids for a hat-trick following two determined 

successes since resuming including at a higher level. Key player. MAGIC DE 

LA RUE (7) finished 4.25L fifth at Mont-de-Marsan and is entitled to be 

thereabouts. ZZEPPELIN (4) rates among the frame chances with a good 

strike-rate in the placings. HEURE D'HIVER (14) is going the right way after a 

placed effort at Mont-de-Marsan. Solid contender. 

Selections 

FORCE SPECIALE H (1) - MAGIC DE LA RUE (7) - ZZEPPELIN (4) - 

HEURE D'HIVER (14) 


